In this article, I have considered a real scalar field theory and able to show that under Bogoliubov transformation in infinite volume limit or thermodynamic limit the transformed Hamiltonian no longer invariant under U(1) action defined appropriately as it was before doing transformation. We also have checked this fact by looking at the correlation functions under the action of U(1) group. We suitably defined field operators that are associated with particle production phenomena then we can also show that correlation functions of such field operators also don't follow U(1) invariance, shown in this article. This is a consequence of non-invariance of transformed Hamiltonian under U(1) action. Since, we know Bogoliubov transformation in curved spacetime is equivalent to doing a coordinate transformation, therefore this result directly shows the phenomena of particle production under the affect of gravity since changing coordinate is equivalent to turn on gravity according to Einstein's equivalence principle in GR. I also show that particle production does not take place out of vacuum state but it can happen out of other many-particle states and vacuum state is not an eigenvector of Hamltonian operator in transformed Fock space and vacuum state does not remain vacuum state under time evolution.
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I. INTRODUCTION
We all know field theory describes a system containing infinitely many degrees of freedom and most of the time when we describe a field theoretical system we generally considered a infinite size system or system in thermodynamic limit. This limit is very crucial while we are doing canonical transformation that presereves commutation bracket. One such class is Bogoliubov transformations in scalar field theory which is often used in condensed matter physics [3] , [21] , [4] and quantum field theory in curved spacetime [1] , [2] , [14] . It can be shown and I will show that thermodynamic limit or infinite volume limit make this tranformation impossible and it created two inequivalent representations of two disjoint Fock space which is often used in quantum many body systems. Because of such inequivalent disjoint vector spaces, the operators both in original form and ones after transformation have their own seperate domain to act on states. Therefore, traditional ways of showing particle production [18] is not well-defined in thermodynamic limit. However, I actually show in this article that because of under such transformation Hamiltonian is no longer invariant under U(1) action defined in article therefore particle number of the system is not conserved which implies particle production in curved spacetime under gravity. * Electronic address: sm17rs045@iiserkol.ac.in
II. MASSIVE SCALAR FREE-FIELD THEORY IN HAMILTONIAN DESCRIPTION
A. Massive scalar free-field theory in Minkowski spacetime
Let's Consider following action
We can write field operators in following waŷ
Here canonical conjugate momentum field operator iŝ π =φ. And one can check from canonical commutation relation
following algebra between creation-annihilation operators
And Hamiltonian operator for this system is following
The above expression can also be written using the definition of number operatorŝ
Note that Hamiltonian of this theory is invariant both global U (1)-group action which is followinĝ
and local U (1)-group action which is followinĝ
And vacuum of this theory is state |0 which is such that
And all the single and multi-particle states can be constructed using operation of creation operators on the vacuum state.
B. Massive Scalar Free-Field Theory in different frame
Now we want to move to a different frame which is non-inertial and w.r.t an observer from this frame action can be written down using minimal prescription
where the metric g µν (x) is non-trivial.
Here we choose the mode functions to be solutions of Euler-Lagrange equation which is of following form
Let {f n (x)} be complete set of such mode functions which solve above equation.
We define an inner product between 2 such mode function in following way
And one can show that this inner product is timetranslation invariant [17] 
where we throw away the surface term because we have assumed that fields vanish at surface near spatial infinity and consider Euler-Lagrange equation followed by the modes.
Similar definition is also there in first frame with only difference is the metric is Minkowski. So, we label the inner product in first and second frame to be 1 and 2 respectively.
In this frame also we can write the field operators in following wayφ
Now consider a point in spacetime which has different coordinates w.r.t two frames and let call them x and x ′ respectively in initial and final frame. Since, we are dealing with scalar field theory which has a nice property which is its tranformation property under general coordinate transformationφ
Using the definition of inner-product one can define a Bogoliubov type transformation which is defined in next subsection. And for convenience we choose momentum mode decomposition of fields from next section onwards by consiering spacetime which has spatial translational invariant for example spatially flat FRW spacetime [17] .
C. Bogoliubov transformation
To show the Bogoliubov transformation [14] , [19] , we consider a real scalar field with modes {â k }. And they satisfy following algebra
and rest of the commutator brackets are zero.
With these one can construct Fock space H[a] with repeated applications ofâ † k s on vacuum state denoted by |0 defined byâ
Let us now consider the following Bogoliubov transformation(this is not most general transformation because most general transformation also can mix different momentum modes)
With these transformations in hand, one can check that new operators also satisfy
and all other commutators vanishing.
Now we consider vacuum relative to the operators {ĉ k (θ), denoted by |0(θ) and defined bŷ
and we construct new Fock space representation H(c) by repeated application of {ĉ † k (θ) on the vacuum state |0(θ) .
If now we assume the existence of an unitary operator G(θ) which generates the transformation
where U (θ) = e iG(θ) , then one can explicitly check that
And therefore, one can write the transformation operator in following way
then we have
where δ (3) (0) in discrete limit is volume V. Therefore, unless V < ∞ and d 3 k ln cosh θ k < ∞, state |0(θ) does not belong to H(a) Fock space therefore, we can say that these two representations are inequivalent [20] .
Note that transformation between operators are welldefined for any volume of the system, so once we defined the transformation we take the limit V → ∞, for which transformation between operators are still well-defined but new and old Fock space becomes disjoint. Therefore, new and old creation and annihilation operators have seperate Hilbert space to act one or in otherwords theor domains become disjoint. This construction will be assumed from next section onwards.
D. Hamiltonian under Bogoliubov transformation
Now let's look at the Hamiltonian under Bogoliubov transformation but before that we need the inverse Bogoliubov transformation
Using this we can writê
Note that under Bogoliubov transformation Hamiltonian breaks U (1) invariance in new Fock space representation. Also note that this Hamiltonian looks similar to BCS superconductor Hamiltonian in mean-field approximation [21] , [3] but here we have non-trivial coefficients attached to the operators.
Bow we are willing to write the Hamiltonian in matrix form and to do that we choose a representation w.r.t basis of the form ĉ k c † − k , ∀ k. Using this representation we can write the Hamiltonian in following form
This representation will help us latter in finding offdiagonal components of 2-point correlation function or Green's function.
Before we proceed to next subsection where we start discussion of coherent states and partition function we want to make some comments
• First of all, note that new vacuum state that we got in new Fock space representation made out of combination of states of pair of a− particles with opposite momentum, which can be seen directly from the mathematical definition of new vacuum state in terms of old vacuum state.
• Secondly, since Hamiltonian in new Fock space representation breaks the U (1)-invariance therefore we expect particle number is not conserved which will also reflect in correlation functions which we will show later.
III. CORRELATION FUNCTIONS A. Description of Coherent states
Let's strat with simple harmonic oscillator description first where we have as usual following algebra
We define coherent states to be the states in Hilbert space which are eigenstates of annihilation operatorâ and defined in following way
where z is a complex number and |0 is vacuum state or ground state in this case. One can easily check that a |z =âe
and similarly correspong dual state can be written as
Similarly with little bit algebra one can show that
One can similarly show the resolution of identitŷ
And for any normal ordered operator A(â † ,â) one can show easily that
Number operator as generator of phase
In above construction number operator is defined aŝ
Now consider a coherent state |z such thatâ |z = z |z where z is some complex number. Then we look at the state e −iN θ |z
Therefore, we can see that number operatorN is the generator of complex phase for coherent states. We will come to this point again later in this article.
B. Path integral using coherent states
We will want to compute the matrix elements of the evolution operatorÛ defined bŷ
where
is the Hamiltonian operator of the system in normal ordered form. Thus, if |i and |f denote two arbitrary initial and final states, we can write the matrix element ofÛ (t f , t i ) as f |Û (t f , t i ) |i . Now we split the whole time interval into N -equal segments with N → ∞, then each segment has length of ǫ → 0 + , then using the first order approximation we can write
Then using an overcomplete set {|z j } at each time t j where j = 1, . . . , N and using the resolution of identity for coherent states one can show that
In the limit ǫ → 0 + these matrix elements become
And using the above information we can write
where we have used the fact that
C. Extend the path integral to field theory
As we have seen in free-field theory we have harmonic oscillators with different momentum modes for which we have Hamiltonian in old Fock space aŝ
Now we define states [15] |φ = e
and one can now check that
as well as obeying the resolution of the identity in this space of stateŝ
Therefore, using above extended quantities one can easily show that f |e
Now we consider partition function in grand canonical ensemble, defined by
which we want to evaluate using the path integral formalism where we extend the formalism in following way
• |i = |f and arbitrary.
• summing over boundary states
• wick rotation to imaginary time t → −iτ with time span T → −iβ [6] .
The result will be following [16] , [24] 
(50) with ξ k = ε k − µ and with periodic boundary condition φ(τ, k) = φ(τ + β , k). This requiremnet suggests that we can decompose φ(τ, k) in following way
where ω n = 2πn β , which are known as matsubara frequencies.
which can be written in matrix representation in following way(denoting
Now we define generating functional to get the correlation functions of any order. It is defined as(from now on we consider = 1)
whereJGJ denotes a matrix multiplication with sum over modes and G is the propagator matrix or 2-point function matrix. Let's write downJGJ explicitlȳ
Note that for θ k = 0, ∀ k which is equivalent to saying we have not done Bogoliubov transformation in that case we can get back the known result that the 2-point correlation function is given by single quantity <φ(ω n , k)φ(ω n , k) >∝ 1 iωn−ξ k . Now let's do the matrix multiplication and write down theJGJ explicitlȳ
Note that for this case we found out that non-vanishing 2-point functions are
Note that our result not only matches with known result in appropriate limit but also consistent with the fact that the first two result should be complex conjugate to each other, and here it's trivially satisfied becuase of the fact that we consider η k , χ k are real functions of k which we have assumed from the begining of the calculation for sake of convenience. Note also that non-zero value of the first two correlation function is a consequence of violation of particle number conservation.
E. Evolution of number of particle in a state
To get to know that number of particles containing in states in new Fock space in free-field theory is not conserved one can also check following quantity which one can get from the Hamiltonian defined in new Fock space. Note that according to eq.(25)
which will be clear if one use completeness relation of occupation number basis of new Fock space. This clearly shows violation of particle number conservation.
Recall I have mentioned earlier that number operator is a generator of phase in coherent states, in the above calculation we can alearly see that number operator does not commute with the Hamiltonian under Bogoliubov transformation [Ĥ,N ] = 0, therefore phase generator or the charge corresponfing to U(1) symmetry is broken. Because of such non-commutativity Hamiltonian and number operator don't have simultaneous eigenstates. For example we can clearly see that vacuum state which is defined to be a state that is annihilated by annihilation operator is no longer an eigenstate of Hamiltonian operator although it conatains zero number of particles since vacuum expectation value of Hamiltonian is zero. And we can also check that there is no particle production happen in vacuum state since
Note that saying particle creation out of vacuum by showing that old vacuum state in old Fock space representation is not true vacuum in new Fock space(which is mostly done [8] , [10] , [2] , [17] , [13] , [7] , [11] , [1] , [23] , [12] ) is not equivalent of saying violation of particle number conservation because old vacuum state and multi-particle states in old Fock space do not belong to new Fock space in field theory because of infinite volume limit(even is some cases people consider amplitude of particle propagation under time evolution in path integral formalism by considering a initial and final states to be vacuum states at different time [5] , [9] which is also not a correct description). Therefore, one should carefully choose action of operactors according to their domain. Now let's check whether or not the vacuum state remains vacuum states under infinitesimal time evolution
So, we can see that even under infinitesimal time evolution vacuum state is no longer vacuum state of new transformed Fock space.
Note also that in this whole setup we have not considered about action functional of this theory. From the action one can easily notice that since it is a real scalar field theory there is no breaking of U (1)-symmetry at all but once we write down the Hamiltonian and define what would be proper action of U(1) to check not charge conservation but rather particle number conservation because charge conservation may not violate because from vacuum state one can produce particle-antiparticle pairs but since for a real scalar field charge is zero we don't have to worry about charge conservation.
Note that even the interaction term gets modified in curved spacetime such way that it violates particle number conservation because of the fact interaction is not invariant under the action of global U (1) group but momentum conservation still holds. Remember we have chosen a curved spacetime where notion momentum modes are well-defined which means that spacetime lineelement or metric is invariant under spatial translations.
According to the non-vanishing 2-point function that we have found all the interaction terms in the interaction Hamiltonian in new Fock space representation contribute in 4-point and higher order correlation function in interacting theory which is easy to see if one follows perturbative approach.
G. Conclusion
In the beginning of this article I emphasized on the fact that in thermodynamic limit although we have 2 disjoint vector spaces but still the we can do the canonical transformation. And we also restrict ourself to new Fock space because after taking infinite volume limit we can't get back to the old Fock space. In this article I am able to show how to look at the particle production phenomena under change in coordinate transformation or under frame change which is equivalent of doing Bogoliubov transformation in field theory in thermodynamic limit. We have shown how does change in frame breaks both global and local U(1) invariance which is suitably defined. We have also seen that there is no particle production happen out of vacuum state in new transformed Fock space under time evolution but it can happen out of other many-particle states and vacuum state is not an eigenvector of Hamltonian operator in transformed Fock space and vacuum state does not remain vacuum state under time evolution.
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